Abstract-This paper presents a novel design approach for a two-DOF foot force sensor for a high speed running quadruped.
I. INTRODUCTION
The foot is defined as the lower extremity of the leg that is in direct contact with the ground during standing, walking or running. A well designed foot is therefore extremely critical for stable control during walking or running in uncertain terrain. Traditionally, walking robots especially four and six legged machines, implemented the feet as spherical shaped objects [1] . This foot geometry has the obvious advantage of reduced mechanical complexity and easier system ID for controller implementation. However biological research has showed that the foot has significant functional influence on the walking behavior of mammals [2] , [3] . These are 1) The ability to adapt to contours of the ground, 2) The ability to absorb impacts, and 3) The storage and release of energy. A critical parameter that needs to be considered while developing mechanical design for the feet of running quadrupeds is their overall weight. The distal ends of running quadrupeds need to be substantially lighter as compared to the overall weight of the robot to reduce the leg inertia. A high moment of inertia leg would require a proportionally high torque density motor for locomotion. This would adversely impact the overall weight of the robot. In addition, effective locomotion over varied terrestrial substrates that differ in geometry, compliance, and texture must require a force feedback component in atleast two independent degrees of freedom [4] .
In recent robotics research, especially from the perspective of humanoids, foot design has received considerable attention. Davis and Caldwell [3] developed a multi degree of freedom foot platform to replicate some of the major tasks of the human foot. However their system does not have integrated force sensing in the foot design which makes it difficult to employ feedback mechanisms during locomotion. Guihard and Garce [5] decomposed the main features of the foot into three sub-phases. However their foot design is extremely bulky (l.1 m height and 15 kg weight) making it highly unsuitable for running. Park et al [6] also made a humanoid robot KHR-3 with integrated force sensing in the foot. Their sensor suffers from a similar problem of being bulky. Additionally, most force/torque sensors used currently for foot force sensing in robotics use the strain gauge principle. This makes the force sensing susceptible to temperature and creep effects. This requires repeated calibration of these sensors to ensure repeatability. Additionally, each of these force/torque sensors are extremely expensive. Hence use of such force sensors is infeasible for a running quadruped owing to their cost and weight.
The area of tactile sensing has seen significant advancement in the recent years with several researchers inventing high fidelity, light weight sensors fabricated using innovative low cost fabrication methods [7] , [8] . Goka et al. [9] developed a low cost force sensor based on the principle of magnetic field sensing when a force is applied on the robot finger. However the force range of their sensor is limited to about 15 N. Additionally their sensor calibration principle does not work for higher forces in multiple degrees of freedom. Most of this research is limited in scope to tactile sensing due to their application specific design methodology and, more importantly, their low force range. Some researchers have also developed custom low weight sensors with higher force ranges for force measurement in prosthetics [10] and force distribution on the occlusal surface [11] . However these sensors are limited in scope due to single degree of freedom force measurement. Additionally, they also require repeated calibration after each use due to their force sensing principle.
In view of the limitations posed by current sensor designs, a light weight sensor, with high signal to noise ratio, is necessary for integration with the foot of a running quadruped. In this paper, we will introduce a novel ultra low weight foot force sensor for providing sensory feedback necessary for leg control during running. It uses the principle of sensing the change in magnetic flux density (MFD) to measure the deflection of the elastomeric materials and thereby measure the force. This sensor is highly repeatable and requires a simple one time calibration to measure forces in 2 orthogonal directions. To calibrate the force sensor, we have used an artificial neural network (ANN) to directly map the MFD measurements to applied forces.In the following sections we will present a detailed design description of this force sensor. We will also describe an effective method to fabricate and calibrate the Force force sensor that we have developed as part of this work. Fig. 2 : Magneto-elastomeric Field Force Sensing Scheme Finally we will show results of validation of our force sensor on the experimental setup. This sensor will be integrated with the foot of the MIT Robotic Cheetah (Figure 1) . the instantaneous normal and tangential impact forces during 
II. MATERI ALS AND METHODS
Like all sensors, in order to measure forces, they have to be transformed into a quantity that is readily measured as a signal. The approach undertaken here, as summarized in Figure 2 , converts the applied force into compression and shearing of an elastomeric material under large strain [12] and its resultant deformation is inferred from positional and angular displace ment of an embedded magnet on the elastomeric material. A network of magnetic sensors is employed to provide a robust and non-contact means of detecting motion of the magnet through active monitoring of its attached magnetic field. Model-based extraction of the applied force from magnetic flux density (MFD) measurements require cascaded inverse solutions to two highly coupled and non-linear elastomeric and magnetic field models using non-linear optimization methods [13] , [14] , [15] . Hence, while the individual models can still be used for optimization of the sensor design, there is a need for reduction of the computational intensity to transform the signals to forces. A technique bypassing the model based approach is achieved using a direct mapping approach to associate a set of distributed MFD measurements to applied forces using an artificial function is visually expressed in Figure 2 . In addition, principal component analysis (PCA) is used as a pseudo linear filter to optimally reduce the dimension of the input mapping space. One final note is that with this approach, it is important to ensure that in the vicinity of the magnetic field-based force sensor, ferromagnetic materials are absent.
In the following sub-sections we will describe the design, fabrication and calibration methods of the ultra light weight 2 DOF force sensor that we have developed to measure running motion.
A. Sensor Structure Fabrication
A 3D CAD illustration of the Magneto-elastomeric field force sensor is shown in Figure 3 . We designed the geometry and dimensions of the force sensor based on the preliminary design of the foot of the MIT Robotic Cheetah as illustrated in Figure 1 . It consists of 5 elastomeric RTV (Room Temperature Vulcanization) silicone cylindrical posts (radius r = 10 mm and length h = 5 mm) placed between two aluminium plates, with the bottom plate attached to the paw and the upper plate connected to the metacarpal. We fabricated the RTV silicone posts using room temperature molding processes in house. We machined the aluminum plates on a HAAS 3 axis CNC milling machine. Subsquently we bonded the RTV silicone posts to the aluminum plates using the Loctite nO TM primer and the Loctite 401 TM glue. This bonding process ensured high shear capability of the sensor without any risk of peeling between the RTV silicone and the Aluminum. We then affixed a customized printed circuit board (PCB) containing 5 magnetic hall-effect sensors to the upper plate. A small cylindrical magnet (radius a and length I) with uniform magnetization M is embedded in the middle of the lower plate. The choice of a small magnet and close proximity between sensors and magnet creates a compact system as well as minimizing possible ferromagnetic disturbances. The details of the electronics will be presented in the next section.
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where Ii is the individually measured MFD from the ith sensor at the (X, Z) position of the magnet. The vector S contains the individual Ii for each sensor, which could represent analytical field models (single dipole [16] or distributed multipole model [17] ) or experimental field measurements.
Fig. 4: Side and Top View of Magnet and Sensor Assembly
When the foot of the quadruped strikes the ground, a reactive force induced in the XZ plane is transmitted through the paw which results in deformation of the elastomeric posts and relative displacement between the upper (sensor assembly) and lower (embedded magnet) aluminium plates. For simplicity of force modelling, the top and bottom plates of the sensor are assumed to remain parallel after a force is applied. From this assumption, it follows that the deformation of each RTV silicone post illustrated in Figure 3 due to the applied force is equal. Through inverse solutions of analytical field models in Equation 1 it is possible to uniquely determine the relative position of the magnet (lower plate) with respect to the sensor assembly (upper plate) and hence the deformation of the 5 posts provided the requirements of bijection are met [18] . From the deformation, we can obtain the stress 0"1 and 0"3 in the shear X and normal Z directions on each silicone post using the Arruda-Boyce model described in [12] . The total force on the sensor can then be obtained as per Equations 2 and 3:
Although the aforementioned models can theoretically be used to numerically obtain a correlation between MFD measure ments and the applied force, they make several assumptions which leads to significant discrepancy between the predicted force and actual force. Some of these sources of error are as follows:
1) The single dipole magnetic field model assumes the field to be due to a point dipole. However the size of the magnet cannot be ignored due to the close proximity of the magnetic field sensor; The ratio llh is close to unity. 2) There is no dearth of theoretical models to capture the constitutive relation between force and deformation of rubber like materials. However most of the theoretical models are only accurate within 3-4%. 3) Due to the cascaded use of two different physical models to relate the change in magnetic field to force, the system is highly susceptible to compounding of the errors due to each of these models.
To overcome the shortcomings of the theoretical framework, the MFD measurements are directly and empirically correlated to the applied force using an artificial neural network (ANN). Back propagation ANNs (with architecture of) hidden layers, k hidden nodes per hidden layer) can be trained with Levenberg Marquardt supervised learning algorithm to fit a desired set of inputs to a corresponding set of outputs by iteratively adjusting the weighting coefficients in the network to minimize the root mean-squared error over N data pairs. For this application, the obvious choice of inputs of the neural network would be the MFD measurements of all 5 sensors S and the outputs are the
Due to spatial proximity of sensors and magnet, the MFD measurements are correlated. Through the orthogonal linear transformation of PC A, the individual measurements by the sensors (51, ... , 55) can be represented by the principal components (PI, ... , P5) such that the greatest variance of the measurements lie on the 1 st principal component PI, the second greatest on the 2nd principal component P 2 and so on [19] . Rather than using correlated sensor MFD measurements as individual inputs to the ANN, the optimized major princi pal components can be employed instead; this represents an advantage of requiring fewer ANN inputs while retaining the bijectivity of S. The vector P denoting the PC A transformed MFD measurements and the applied force estimate of the neural network using P can be mathematically represented as: (5) respectively, where the subscript v (1 ::; v ::; N data points) is an integer representing the training set index. The linear coefficient matrix C relates the PC A and non-PC A optimized quantities and is easily obtained through computation of eigenv � tors o � singular value decomposition as outlined in [19] . Fx and Fz denote the force estimates of the ANN. The root mean squared error (RMSE) defined in (6) is used to evaluate of the fitting performance of the neural network:
In order to utilize empirical data to directly correlate the sensor outputs of the magnetic sensors (MFD) to the force applied, there must be a means of independently measuring and inducing two orthogonal axes of forces (Fx and Fz).
Most readily available 2/3 axis stages are limited by their force capacity in the transverse axes. Hence, an industrial 3 axis CNC milling machine (H AAS Super Mini Mill 2) was innovatively employed as a high force linear positioning stage. To accomplish this, we mounted the MFD-based force sensor on the spindle of the CNC milling machine using a custom fabricated spindle mount as shown in Figure 5 . A 6 axis force/torque sensor (FTS) (ATI Industrial Automation SI-660-60) was mounted on the bench of the mill to provide a means to determine the forces applied by due to the spindle (Z) and cross-axis motion (X, Y) of the bench. To prevent slipping between the FTS and MFD-based force sensor, the inter-facial surfaces are lined with high-friction pads. Despite the presence of these pads, this configuration still presents a deficiency whereby it is not possible to transmit high shear forces (in the X or Y) with low compressive (Z) forces without slipping.
Machine
Sensor Force sensor As the ANN mapping performance in Equation (5) is highly sensitive to the training data sets provided, a force loading profile, executed through the precise positional control of the spindle and bench, must be able to cycle through various combinations of Fx and Fz forces. The loading profile imple mented is illustrated in Figure 6 , where for every incremental Fx (-125 N < Fx < 125 N), Fz is cycled through 150-1000 N. A minimum of 150 N compressive Fz force is applied to ensure sufficient frictional forces. The corresponding sensor measurements, already presented in PC A transformed space is depicted in Figure 7 . Only the first 3 components are shown because they represent 99.96% of the total variability. In fact, the first 2 components contribute an overwhelming 98.96% (PI: 71.82%, P 2 : 27.14%). Hence the data in 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using three independent loading force cycles (Fx, Fz) and the two dominant PC A transformed MFD measurements (PI, P 2 ) to create a 48,000 (each loading cycle has 16,000) train ing data points, we used 2-inputl2-output ANNs of varying hidden nodes k to characterize the MFD measurements-force Tables I and II . Figure 8 directly compares the trained-ANN force estimation with the actual forces as measured by the FTS. A spatial window (4500 < v < 5000) was selected as the training profile to magnify the differences between actual and estimated forces. The absolute error between estimated and actual force for one complete loading cycle is shown in Figure 9 . A statistical analysis on the mapping error in both absolute and percentage for both orthogonal axes is tabulated in Table III . Lastly, we tested the sensing system with untrained data sets. We used two different kinds of loading: the first force loading is a random loading cycle ( Figure 10 ) that induces an arbitrary combination of Fz and Fx forces. The second force loading ( Figure 11 ) is an impact test where the force sensor is compressed rapidly and held in constant position and then rapidly released. It is designed to test the bandwidth and investigate the hysteresis effects of the elastomeric RTV silicone. We performed these validation tests using the set-up and procedure described in Figure 5 .
IV. DISCUSSION
The experimental results reveal that the average force sens ing error in normal direction is 6.49% and 2.07% in the (Table III) . Visual analysis of the errors in Figure 9 reveal that not only that the ANN mapping in the Fx direction is superior, the poor mapping in the Fz direction coincide with the high force peaks in Figure 6 . The error analysis reveals that the force sensing accuracy in the normal direction is significantly lower than that in the transverse direction. This is aptly reflected in the validation experiments described in Figure 10 and Figure 11 . Some of the errors in the force sensing can be directly attributed to the current design of the force sensor. As part of future work, it is therefore imperative to address the following issues with the current design. We believe that these approaches will substantially improve the force sensing accuracies. The maximum signal range for the IVIFD sensors we used is up to 2.5 V. As part of future work, we plan to improve the signal range by optimizing the magnetic flux density in the sensor. This can be done by optimizing the magnet that is used. 2) Hysteresis in the RTV silicone rubber: After extensive experimentation, we observed that the hysteresis losses decreased with increasing hardness of the RTV silicone. The RTV silicone we used (Shore hardness A 25) was observed to have a maximum hysteresis of less than 3% at strains of upto 40%. Additionally, our experiments revealed that the time delay of the response was within 2 ms. However due to our high force range, the max- imum strain was as high as 50%. At higher strains, the hysteresis problem can not be ignored. This leads to considerable errors in the force sensing. There is considerable amount of work in the force-deformation modeling for hyperelastic silicone rubber ( [12] ). We plan to use these models as references to select RTV silicone of appropriate stiffness and to havea lower maximum strain for the desired force range. Coupled with the use of a more optimum magnet, we feel that this design change can significantly improve the signal to noise ratio in the force sensor. 3) Sensitivity to off axis loads: In order to accurately measure the forces in the two orthogonal directions, it is necessary to ensure parallelism between the top and the bottom plates of the force sensor. Additionally presence of any force in a direction other than the intended direction leads to an error in the force sensing. This may especially not be possible in applications such as quadruped running due to ground reaction forces in multiple degrees of freedom. It is therefore imperative to obtain accurate information about the relative position and orientation between the top and bottom plates. This information can further be used to obtain accurate force sensing in the additional degrees of freedom. Using the current design of the force sensor, allows us to have 5 sensory inputs for the MFD. Hence it is possible to obtain complete information about the position and orientation of the top and bottom plates using additional sensors as well as optimization of the geometry and parameters of the magnetic field-based sensing system. Hence as part of future work, we plan to include force sensing in more degrees of freedom to improve the overall accuracy. This paper presents a proof of concept for a light weight, multi degree of freedom force sensor which finds applications in running quadrupeds. The preliminary results presented as part of this work demonstrate the feasibility and effective ness of this force sensor for repeatably sensing forces in 2 orthogonal directions. The sensor developed as part of this work has a force sensing range of upto 1000N in the direction normal to the ground and ± 125N in the transverse direction. The mean force sensing accuracy is 6.49% in the normal direction and 2.07% in the transverse direction. The weight of the force sensor was measured to be 24.5 gms which is substantially lighter than most multi DOF, high force sensing range sensors currently available. This force sensor therefore finds direct applications in ground reaction force sensing in running quadrupeds. Use of an ANN based approach for calibration principle, allows us to use different geometries and profiles for the sensor. Figure 12 illustrates a preliminary design of the foot of the MIT Robotic Cheetah with an incorporated force sensor.
This sensor design and calibration approach will find several applications in the field of robotic sensing in both low range sensing such as tactile sensing for robotic arms, as well as high fidelity multi DOF sensing in high force range applications such as high performance legged robotics. The magnet and the silicone rubber material can be selected appropriately while taking into consideration, the functional requirements, the range of measurement and the desired size of the sensor.
The sensor illustrated in this work is envisaged to be incorporated into the running leg platform of the MIT Robotic Cheetah. However this incorporation would require develop ment of more rigorous optimization methods which will enable a functionally robust multi degree of freedom force sensor to measure dynamic ground reaction forces during running. In addition to the current 2 DOF force sensing, we plan to incorporate additional degrees of freedom of force sensing. We believe that this design improvement will not only extend the applications of the sensor to sense forces in additional degrees of freedom but will also improve the overall sensing accuracy.
